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Abstract — Occupational exposure to Non-Ionizing radiation (NIR), including Electromagnetic fields (EMF) and Optical radiation (OR), is almost ubiquitous. EMF may induce various effects: in the case of direct short term effects, static and low-frequency fields interact with the biological tissues through the induction of currents, while high frequency fields through thermal mechanisms. EMF can also induce indirect effects, as interference, causing a specific risk e.g. in workers with active medical devices as pacemakers. The induction of various long term effects has also been proposed, but up few data supporting a causal effect are considered insufficient by almost all authoritative international agencies. Moving to OR, sources can be artificial (incoherent or coherent in the case of LASER) or natural; the main source of occupational OR exposure is natural: the Sun, exposing millions of outdoor workers worldwide. The main targets of OR effects are the skin and the eye. Among OR bands, the ultraviolet component is of particular relevance, inducing photocytotoxic alterations in human cells that can cause both acute and long term effects as burns and skin cancers or cataract. For all workers NIR risk should be evaluated and, in case of significant risk, an adequate health surveillance (HS) should be implemented, also considering the possible presence of workers with conditions inducing a higher susceptibility to the risk, as subjects with active medical devices for EMF or subjects with a fair skin photo-type or eye alterations as aphakia or aniridia for OR. Aims of HS of occupational NIR exposure are the prevention and early detection of related health effects. The appropriate specific HS content depends on the NIR band(s) and on the specific work activities but, in general, at least a screening of the conditions inducing a particular risk and an active seeking of symptoms possibly induced by exposure should be performed before of the employment, and periodically repeated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a constant development of technologies inducing a progressive increase of the occupational exposure in the workplaces to various sources of non-ionizing radiation (NIR), including both electromagnetic fields (EMF) and optical radiation (OR) [1, 2]. Among the main examples there are the development of EMF applications in many settings, involving the whole spectrum from static fields (e.g. the increasing diffusion of MRI applications), to extremely-low frequency fields (ELF) (e.g. new medical applications as transcranial magnetic stimulation or high powered pulses for cancer therapy), to the new Ultra-High Frequency Radiofrequency Identification – RFID – systems or new mobile communication and internet technologies as 5G [2]. For OR possible examples are the new powerful technologies developed for LASERs as well as the innovative LED technologies that have determined a revolution of the ways of illuminating the environments [1]. But, on the other hand, the occupational risk related to the most ancient source of OR, solar radiation, is still somewhat not adequately recognized, if not neglected, even if exposure involves millions of outdoor workers in the world, and the potential health impact e.g. in terms of skin cancers or cataracts related to the ultraviolet radiation (UVR) component is certainly huge [3, 4].

In this manuscript we present an overview of the occupational risk related to NIR exposure in the workplaces, also addressing the issues related to the existence of group of workers having a specific higher susceptibility to NIR (“workers at particular risk”), and the problem of an effective health surveillance (HS) for these workers.

II. OPTICAL RADIATION

A. Occupational Optical Radiation exposure and health

Optical radiation (OR) is composed by (Fig. 1):

- UV: UVC (wavelength: ϒ = 100–280 nm), UVB (ϒ = 280–315 nm), UVA (ϒ = 315–400 nm);
- Visible radiation (ϒ = 400–780 nm);
- Infrared radiation (IR): IR-A (ϒ = 780–1400 nm), IR-B (ϒ = 1400–3000 nm), and IR-C (ϒ = 1 mm–3000 nm).

These spectral regions have different penetration abilities in tissues as well as different mechanisms of biological interaction, resulting in different effects (Fig. 1) [1, 3, 5].

Occupational exposure to OR may be due to both natural and artificial sources; furthermore, the emissions can be classified as incoherent or coherent [1, 5].

![Fig. 1. The spectral composition of optical radiation and the different interaction mechanisms with the biologic tissues involved.](image-url)
The Sun is by large the main natural source of incoherent OR, and is the leading cause of occupational exposure for millions of outdoor workers worldwide. Solar radiation reaching the earth surface include the whole spectrum of OR, with the exception of UVC absorbed by the atmosphere [3, 5]. The most diffused sources of OR, both natural and artificial, emit incoherent radiations; examples are welding equipment, illumination systems, industrial machineries for photo-lithography, infrared based heating and drying systems etc. Coherent ORs, with phases of two or more waves representing the radiation differing by a known constant, are emitted by LASERs, having a huge and constantly increasing number of different applications. A non-exhaustive list of the main occupational sources of OR exposure of interest in occupational health and safety is presented in Table I.

Due to low penetration, the main targets of OR adverse health effects are the eye and the skin [3, 5]. As introduced before, different OR bands have different mechanisms of biological interaction (Fig. 1), that can be classified as:
- Thermal mechanisms, characteristic of infrared radiation and of part of visible wavelength, mainly in the red
- Photochemical mechanisms, induced by the ultraviolet wavelengths and shorter wavelength of the visible, mainly in the blue [1, 5].

### Table I. Non-exhaustive List of Work Activities/Possible Occupational Sources, Inducing a Potential Relevant Exposure to Optical Radiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength Region</th>
<th>Work Activities/Sources Inducing Potential Exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UVC</td>
<td>Germicidal sterilisation, fluorescent lamps (for labs), photolithography, ink curing, welding, gas LASER (Argon fluoride - ArF, Krypton fluoride - KrF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVB</td>
<td>Solar radiation (SR), sunbeds operators, phototherapy, fluorescent lamps (for labs), photolithography, germicidal lamps, ink curing, welding, gas LASER (Xenon chloride - XeCl), liquid (dye) LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVA</td>
<td>SR, sunbeds operators, photolithography, phototherapy, germicidal lamps, ink curing, welding, insect traps, fluorescent lamps (for labs), heating/drying applications, welding, gas LASER (Nitrogen - N, Xenon fluoride - XeF), liquid (dye) LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>SR, area and task lighting, indicator lamps and traffic signals, hair and thread vein removal, ink curing, insect traps, photolithography, photocopying, projection, TV and PC screens, sunbeds operators, heating/drying applications, welding, gas LASER (Helium Neon - HeNe, Helium Cadmium - HeCd, Ar, Krypton Ion - Kr), solid state LASER (Ruby, Neodmium: YAG - Nd:YAG, copper vapour LASER (CuV), semi-conductor LASER (Gallium nitride - GaN, Gallium Aluminium Arsenide - GaAlAs), liquid (dye) LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>SR, area and task lighting, surveillance illumination, heating/drying applications, hair and thread vein removal, communication systems based on IRA, welding, solid state LASER (Neodymium: YAG - Nd:YAG, Neodinium: Glass - NdGlass), fibre LASER (Ytterbium - Yb), thin film LASER (Ytterbium: YAG - Yb:YAG), semi-conductor LASER (Indium gallium arsenide phosphide - InGaAsP), liquid (dye) LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRB</td>
<td>SR, heating/drying applications, communication systems based on IRB, area and task lighting, welding semi-conductor LASER (Indium gallium arsenide phosphide - InGaAsP), liquid (dye) LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>SR, heating/drying applications, communication systems based on IRB, welding, gas LASER (Carbon dioxide - CO2), slab LASER (Carbon dioxide - CO2- Laser crystal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering thermal mechanisms, the biological effect is due to the absorption of photons, increasing kinetic energy and inducing tissue heating. This effect is not cumulative, and has threshold because, if the increase of the temperature is not sufficient to induce a sudden damage of tissue components (e.g. protein denaturation), the heat is dissipated with no consequences. For these reasons OR responsible of thermal effects, as infrared, are mainly associated to acute effects as burns; also effects as cataract, possibly appearing in longer time, are related to a sequence of acute damages along time (Tab. II) [3, 5]. On the other hand, photochemical mechanism is the consequence of the absorption of photons by targeted molecules (i.e. chromophores), inducing specific chemical reactions, and consequently determining various effects in the surrounding tissue (e.g. inflammation). Photochemical effects may be both acute, due to an intense reaction in case of high exposures in short time (e.g. sunburns), or long-term due to the additional photochemical alterations acquired over time (e.g. photoaging or cancer). Notably, due to the mechanism involved, also acute effects, as skin burns, don't appear immediately, but have a latency of some hours. A summary of the adverse health effects to the eye and to the skin related to OR exposure is reported in Table II [1, 3, 5]. Within the OR spectrum the UV component is of particular relevance, as it can induce the most severe adverse effects (e.g. is a recognized carcinogenic agent classified in group 1 by the International Agency for Research on Cancer as well as by other Agencies). Due to the relatively low penetration ability, main targets in humans' bodies are the eye and the skin, even if other effects, e.g. to the immune system, are described. UVR can induce short term photochemical effects, e.g. photo-keratitis and skin burns, and long term effects in the eyes, as cataract [6, 7], pterygium [8] and possibly macular degeneration [9], as well as rare eye tumours as cornea and conjunctiva's carcinomas and uveal melanoma [3, 5], as well as skin photoaging, actinic keratosis, keratinocyte carcinomas (basal and squamous cell carcinomas), and skin melanoma [3, 10, 11]. A possible role in the development of photochemical effects has been hypothesized also for the highly energetic blue component of visible light [1] (Table II).

### Table II. Health Effects of Optical Radiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength Region</th>
<th>Eyes Effects</th>
<th>Skin Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UVR (mainly photochemical effects)</td>
<td>Acute: photo-keratitis, photo-conjunctivitis, photo-retinitis (?)</td>
<td>Acute: photo-chemical skin burns, photo-dermatoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term: pinguecula*, climatic-droplet keratopathy*, pterygium*, photochemical cataract*, macular degeneration*, squamous cell carcinoma of the cornea/ conjunctiva, eye melanoma**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term: photo-aging*, actinic keratosis, non-melanoma skin cancers*, basal and squamous cell carcinomas, cutaneous malignant melanoma*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible (possible both photochemical &amp; thermal effects)</td>
<td>Acute: photo-keratitis?, retinal burn?</td>
<td>Acute: photo-dermatoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term: macular degeneration?</td>
<td>Long-term: photo-aging?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR (mainly thermal effects)</td>
<td>Acute: retinal burn</td>
<td>Acute: skin thermal burn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term: heric cataract</td>
<td>Long-term: chronic erythema &amp; telangietasias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(?) proposed effect, still not demonstrated with sufficiently adequate level of evidence in humans; *
** effect mainly demonstrated as associated to solar radiation exposure; ** effect associated to blue-light; § effect associated to warm light
 Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are almost ubiquitous, so nowadays all (or almost all) workers all around the world are exposed to an enormous variety of environmental and occupational sources. This, of course, raises the problem of an adequate definition of “exposed worker”. Even if a shared definition is not available, in principle it refers to a worker whose occupational exposure to EMF is a specific risk to health and safety. Usually the risk can be induced by EMF exposures exceeding the levels occurring in the general population, but in some (presumably few) specific individuals with a higher susceptibility, also lower levels may pose an occupational risk (see below). As for OR, also for EMFs the known mechanisms for biological interaction and, consequently, the effects are different depending on the frequency. For the purposes of this manuscript, we apply here a simplified classification of EMF, and we address the main problems related to occupational exposure to static magnetic fields (SMF), extremely-low frequency electric or magnetic fields (ELF), intermediate frequency EMF (IF-EMF) and high frequency EMF (HF-EMF), including radiofrequency (RF), microwaves, millimeter and terahertz waves (Fig. 2) [2, 12-14].

In Table III, adapted from the non-binding guide for the application of the European Directive 2013/35/EU [2], it is presented a non-exhaustive list of work activities and occupational sources of EMF inducing exposure to be considered for occupational health and safety purposes. It should be noted that in Table III sources are not classified according to the frequency range as in various cases emission can involve different bands of EMF spectrum, as e.g. in welding or MRI, even if for other sources the emission are mainly limited to a specific band, as e.g. electrical distribution or transmissions, respectively emitting in the ELF and RF range [12-17]. Of course, not all the potential exposures listed in Table III in usual conditions can induce a significant occupational risk; examples are wireless communications and various equipment in the office. On the other hand, as previously introduced, most may represent a risk at least for workers having pathological or physiological conditions inducing a higher susceptibility to EMF’s adverse effects, defined “workers at particular risk” in the abovementioned EU Directive, [2]. Examples are persons with active implanted medical devices (AIMD) (e.g. pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators): in these cases potentially relevant problems in the functioning of the devices may appear due to electro-magnetic interference (EMI). The problem is that in some (presumably very rare) cases EMI can be induced by EMFs not exceeding the levels found in the population, as can happens in case of some pacemakers in unipolar sensing configuration. Another condition explicitly considered at higher risk in the European Directive is pregnancy. In other examples presented in Table III the EMF source usually induce high levels, potentially representing an occupational risk in case of inadequate working conditions, e.g. close proximity of the operators to MRI scanners, industrial electrolysis plants, induction heating or soldering devices, broadcasting systems and devices, etc. [2, 12-14].

Fig. 2. Simplified classification of electro-magnetic fields

Regarding the possible adverse effects related to occupational EMF exposure to be considered in health surveillance (HS), a premise is that, at least in Europe, according to the European Directive 2013/35/EU currently only short term direct biophysical and indirect effects are considered, as available scientific evidence is adequate and pathogenetic mechanisms in humans are known [2, 12-14]. For other suggested long term effects, as e.g. leukemia for ELF and brain cancer for exposure to RF, data on causal relationship with EMF exposure in workers are considered currently inadequate. Accordingly, until adequate demonstrations of an association, including coherent mechanisms, are available, these effects are not explicitly taken into account in HS [2, 12-14]: There is to observe that the position of the EU Commission regarding long term EMF effects is coherent with that of several recognized national and international institutions and organizations as e.g.: Advisory Group on Non-Ionising Radiation, Agence nationale de sécurité sanitaire de l’alimentation, de l’environnement et du travail, the American Cancer Society, Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency, Comité Científico Asesor en Radiofrecuencias y Salud, Federal Communications Commission, Food and

According to the abovementioned EU approach, EMF-related effects possibly expected in exposed workers are: a) direct biophysical effects caused in the human body by its presence within an EMF; and b) indirect effects, induced by the presence of an object in the EMF (the object may be placed also inside the human body, as it happens for medical devices) (Tab. IV). The mechanisms involved for direct effects are non-thermal ones for static and LF fields and thermal mechanisms for HF, while for IF both are possible. Indirect effects can be potentially related to all EMF frequencies (Tab. IV) [2, 12-14].

A further classification of EMF related direct effects introduced by the EU Directive is into "sensory" and "health effects". The former are transient and reversible, and can be considered somewhat minor effects not having usually any adverse health impact, even if an increased risk of work-related injuries cannot be excluded. These effects are mainly related e.g. to relevant SMF and ELF-EMF exposures, as a consequence of a stimulus involving nervous systems and sensory organs, based on current induction (e.g. vertigo, nausea, eye lamps) (Tab. V) [2, 12, 13, 17]. EMF-related "health effects" are more severe compared to sensory ones, and they usually appear only in case of overexposure to EMF highly above the occupational limits. For SMF and ELF-EMF the effects are associated to non-thermal mechanisms (e.g. heart arrhythmia), while for HF-EMF to thermal mechanisms (as burns) (Tab V) [2, 14, 18, 19].

### TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ASSOCIATED TO EMF EXPOSURE AND OF THE MECHANISMS INVOLVED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Biophysical Effects</th>
<th>Indirect effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-thermal effects, related to static, low and intermediate frequency fields</td>
<td>Interference with medical electronic equipment and devices, including cardiac pacemakers and other implants or medical devices worn on the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. limb currents, stimulation of muscles, nerves or sensory organs, inducing temporary annoyance or leading to a possible detrimental effect of cognition or of other brain or muscle functions, or inducing safety risks, etc.</td>
<td>Contact currents Other indirect effects as the initiation of electro-explosive devices and fires and explosions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal effects, related to high and intermediate frequency fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Health effects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. skin burns, cataract, etc</td>
<td><strong>Static magnetic field</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertigo, nausea, metallic taste</strong></td>
<td>Altered blood flow in limbs, altered brain / heart function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low frequency fields</strong></td>
<td>Pain or tingling sensation due to stimulation of nerves, involuntary contractions of muscles, alterations of cardiac rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate frequency fields</strong></td>
<td>The effects of both high and low frequencies can be experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High frequency fields</strong></td>
<td>Excessive increase in temperature or thermal burns over the whole body or in specific areas, thermal damage at the eyes (possibility of thermal cataracts) or skin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE V. SUMMARY OF THE EFFECTS ASSOCIATED TO VARIOUS EMF FREQUENCIES CLASSIFIED AS "SENSORY" AND "HEALTH" EFFECTS

IV. NON-IONIZING RADIATION: WORKERS AT PARTICULAR RISK AND HEALTH SURVEILLANCE

According to the International Labour Office (ILO), health surveillance (HS) involves procedures and investigations to assess workers’ health, in order to identify any abnormality possibly associated to a recognized work-related risk in exposed workers [20]. HS involves the review of the health records and any other opportune medical examinations needed [20]. Questionnaires may be useful tools, better if validated in the national language [21]. All the investigations chosen for HS should be supported by an adequate level of scientific evidence, proving the applicability of the procedure for the specific purposes. According to the Code of Ethics of the International Commission on Occupational Health (ICOH) [22], the HS contents can include biological tests and other investigations, when they are chosen for their validity and relevance with respect to the occupational risks, avoiding investigations that don't fulfill these criteria.

Considering the specific case of NIR exposure, the abovementioned criteria for HS seem applicable to OR exposure, while a reliable application for EMF-related occupational risks may present some possible issues, as better discussed below. Nevertheless, in both the cases adequate and updated skills in this specific field is needed for occupational physicians involved in HS. Considering this specific aspect we have to admit that we are not completely confident that NIR occupational risk, health effects and prevention topics are sufficiently covered during the training of all occupational medicine specialists. In any case, in specific situations, on an individual basis, occupational physicians competence may require to be integrated by investigations and/or consultation of other medical specialists.

For both the NIR risks a special attention during HS, as well as during other preventive activities (e.g. risk evaluation, definition of technical and organizational preventive measures, workers' training, etc), should be deserved to the possible occurrence of workers "belonging to particularly sensitive risk groups" or "at particular risk", as respectively indicated in the European Directives, i.e. 2006/25/EU for the prevention of the risk related to artificial optical radiation exposure [1] and 2013/35/EU for the prevention of the risk related to EMF exposure [2]. For simplicity, we will adopt here the latter term (workers at particular risk) for both the NIR risks: in the Table VI is presented a non-exhaustive list of conditions possibly involving a particular risk in case of OR and EMF exposure (Tab. VI) [1-3, 5, 12-14]. It should be noted that for EMF the conditions of particular risk reported in Table VI are almost defined in the EU Directive 2013/35/EU and, according to the adverse effects previously discussed and to the current scientific literature, no other conditions of particular susceptibility to the EMF risk have been demonstrated [2, 12-14]. In the case of OR no specific indications are explicitly included in the Directive 2006/25/EU, so in the Table we report conditions of particular susceptibility, mainly for eye and skin OR-related adverse effects, according to the main relevant scientific evidences [1, 3, 5].
TABLE VI. CATEGORIES OF WORKERS AT PARTICULAR RISK OF OCCUPATIONAL NON-IONIZING RADIATION EXPOSURE AND EXAMPLES OF CONDITIONS INDUCING A PARTICULAR RISK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optical Radiation</th>
<th>Electromagnetic fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditions related to a possible increased risk of UVR-induced skin effects:</strong> workers affected by collagen diseases and other photo-induced or photo-aggravated skin diseases (e.g. psoriasis, xeroderma pigmentosum, etc.), albino subjects and other workers with fair skin photo-types (e.g. Fitzpatrick skin photo-type 1 or 2), workers with pre-malignant or malignant skin lesions, workers undergoing long-term therapeutic treatments with photo-sensitizing drugs (condition possibly relevant also for photo-dermatoses related to visible radiation)</td>
<td><strong>Workers wearing active implanted medical devices (AIMD):</strong> workers with cardiac pacemakers, cardioverter-defibrillators, cochlear implants, brainstem implants, inner ear prostheses, neurostimulators, retinal encoders, implanted drug infusion pumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditions related to a possible increased risk of optical radiation induced eye effects:</strong> workers affected by iris alterations (e.g. coloboma, aniridia), pupil alterations (e.g. tonically dilated pupil, mydriasis), retinal alterations (e.g. drusen), lens alterations (lens opacities, previous cataracts, artificial intraocular lens)</td>
<td><strong>Workers wearing passive implanted medical devices containing metal:</strong> artificial joints, pins, plates, screws, surgical clips, aneurism clips, stents, heart valve prostheses (including orthopaedic, eye/retinal prostheses and others), annuloplasty rings, metallic contraceptive implants, penile implants and cases of AIMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other conditions:</strong> workers affected by epilepsy for exposure to intermittent lights (15-25 flashes per second), pregnant workers in particular, but not limited to, for infrared related thermal effects, underage workers in general.</td>
<td><strong>Workers wearing body-worn medical devices:</strong> workers with external hormone infusion pumps, with hearing aids, with continuous glucose monitoring systems and with metallised drug-delivery patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Other categories not including the wearing of medical devices:</strong> pregnant workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving now more specifically to EMF, according to the European legislation, HS of exposed workers is mandatory as required in the Directive 2013/35/EU. Furthermore, as the risk assessment and the implementation of preventive and protective measures, HS for EMF exposure has to take into account also the "workers at particular risk", explicitly listing in this group the workers with implanted medical devices and pregnant workers; a more detailed list of conditions possibly inducing a particular risk in case of EMF exposure is presented in Table VI; to date no other conditions have been adequately demonstrated [2, 12 - 14]. At least in Europe, the objective of the HS is the protection from the risks related to the known direct biophysical effects and the indirect effects of EMF (Tab. IV). Accordingly, objective of the HS is the prevention, highlighting and early diagnosis of all established direct effects, including sensory effects (as vertigo nausea, etc.), the stimulation of muscles, and the indirect effects of EMF (Tab. IV). Accordingly, from the risks related to the known direct biophysical effects, conditions possibly inducing a health risk based on the risk evaluation, while for exposure to natural occupational sources, as is the case of solar radiation in outdoor workers, currently in Europe there are no specific indications for a mandatory HS [1, 3, 5]. Nevertheless, considering the number of workers exposed, the high exposure levels, especially to UVR, expected during outdoor work [4], the relevancy of the possible adverse effects, and the expected number of cases [3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11] it seems absolutely necessary to include solar OR among the occupational risk to be evaluated in outdoor workers and, according to the results, decide on the need of an appropriate HS to be implemented. The HS is aimed to the prevention and the early diagnosis of adverse effects, mainly to the eye and the skin, with particular consideration for UVR-induced effects, including skin cancers (i.e. keratinocites carcinomas - basal and squamous cell carcinoma - and malignant melanoma), that are currently the most frequent neoplasms in Caucasian individuals. Specific attention is needed for the screening of the workers affected by conditions inducing a particular susceptibility, as the ones reported in Table VI, and for an adequate prescription of effective preventive measures. A consequence, HS programs should include both pre-employment and periodic medical examinations of the exposed workers. Specific medical examinations, e.g. dermatologic and/or ophthalmologic, should be requested on individual basis in case of need. Moreover, it should be remembered that keratinocites carcinomas are recognized occupational diseases in UVR exposed outdoor workers in various countries, even if they are largely under-reported to the workers' compensation national Authorities [3, 4].

V. CONCLUSIONS

Occupational exposure to Non-Ionizing radiation, including EMF and OR, is almost ubiquitous. In all NIR exposed workers the occupational risk should be evaluated and, based on the results, specific health surveillance programs aimed to the prevention and early detection of possible health effects should be implemented. These
activities should consider also the "workers at particular risk".

In the case of EMF the currently recognized effects are short-term direct biophysical effects, related to both non-thermal and thermal mechanisms, and indirect effects. Direct biophysical effects are usually induced by high exposures, while indirect effects, as interference with active implanted medical devices (AIMD), can possibly occur also in case of lower exposure levels. Optical radiation may be related to both artificial and natural sources, but by large the main exposure is due to solar radiation, often under-considered but causing significant adverse health effects including, but not limited to, skin cancers, mainly related to the photochemical actions of the UV component.

For workers exposed to EMF currently there is no agreement on the more appropriate specific contents of HS, but at least the collection of symptoms possibly induced by the exposure, and a screening of the conditions inducing a particular risk, as in the case of workers with AIMD, should be performed before of the employment, and periodically repeated. Similar criteria should be applied also for OR exposed workers; in this case, subjects with conditions as e.g. a fair skin photo-type (i.e. a Fitzpatrick skin photo-type 1 or 2) or workers with some iris or lens alterations should be screened, and the occurrence of OR induced effects (mainly UV related) as skin erythema, burns, photoaging, or photokeratoconjunctivitis, pterygium or lens opacities should be investigated. In this case, it should be also remembered that epidemiological data support the occurrence of a large number of related diseases, particularly skin cancers, in UVR exposed workers, and that these diseases are recognized occupational diseases in many countries, but are frequently underreported to national compensation authorities.

A last consideration is that HS of NIR exposed workers requires adequate and updated skills of the occupational physicians in this specific field; we wonder whether, to date, these skills are always sufficiently covered in the training of occupational medicine specialists, and accordingly we recommend more attention to this risk in the future.
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